
 

 

March 26, 2021 

Good afternoon! 
 
The JHS Hybrid Learning Plan begins on April 8. You selected in-person learning. Please review the information below so that you will be 
ready on April 8. 
 
Cohorts and When to Attend Classes In-Person 
You have been assigned a cohort. You will attend class in-person twice a week on a six day rotation based on your cohort. *Cohorts are based 
on last name: 

 Cohort 1: A - Fa 

 Cohort 2: Fe - Na 

 Cohort 3: Nd - Z 
 

*Under DPS Plan B, Cohort A=JHS Cohort 1, Cohort B=JHS Cohort 2, Cohort C=JHS Cohort 3. 
 
The first cycle of in-person learning for each cohort is below.  

o Cohort 2: April 8, 9 
o Cohort 3: April 12, 13 
o Cohort 1: April 15, 16 

 
Remember that students with IEPs or 504s also had the option to attend in-person school four days a week.  
 
Please contact Ms. Rhonda Cooley, data manager, at rhonda_cooley@dpsnc.net or Ms. Susan Taylor, principal, at susans_taylor@dpsnc.net, 
if you have a question about your cohort assignment. 
 
What is the Bell Schedule and the Cohort Rotation Schedule? 
Both the updated bell schedule and the cohort rotation schedule are accessible on the Jordan website under the JHS Hybrid Learning section 
posted under “Quick Links.” 
 
What Should I Bring to School? 
Please remember that you need to bring your charged school-issued device, charger, and your earbuds or headset to school daily. If you do 
not have a school-issued device, then please email 365grp-jhstechnologyhelp@dpsnc.net.  You are free to bring your lunch or we can provide 
a school lunch as no off campus lunch privileges are allowed for the remainder of the 2020-21 school year. Students are also encouraged to 
bring a water bottle, as the water fountains are available to refill water bottles only. Water bottles will be provided for students who need one.  
 
What are the Expectations for In-Person Students? 
Please watch the JHS Hybrid Learning Orientation video or review the JHS Hybrid Learning presentation to learn about the expectations for in-
person students. Students will be expected to complete a daily symptom screener, have their temperature checked at school, and practice the 
three Ws (wear a mask, wait through practicing social distancing, and wash their hands or use hand sanitizer). Students who ride the bus are 
expected to bring a signed copy of the bus attestation form with them on the first day that they ride the bus. Route information will be shared on 
April 6. Freshmen and students new to Jordan who chose in-person learning will have the opportunity to walk their schedules on April 6, from 
4:30 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. In-person students are expected to attend their teachers’ synchronous sessions on their off-cohort days. 
 
Feel free to reach out to Ms. Susan Taylor (susans_taylor@dpsnc.net), Mr. Jim Boyce (james_boyce-jr@dpsnc.net), Mr. Roger Ganim 
(roger_ganim@dpsnc.net), Dr. Jose Cardoza (jose_cardoza@dpsnc.net), or Ms. Jamel Anderson-Ruff (jamel_anderson-ruff@dpsnc.net) if you 
have questions. 
 
Thank you, and enjoy your break! 
 

Susan Stewart Taylor 
Principal 
C.E. Jordan High School 
Pronouns: she/her 
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